
1000 Hz: 1,0
2000 Hz: 0,95 
4000 Hz: 1,00

Construction
- Acoustic installation consisting of one or 

more acoustic panel.
- Standard size for individual elements: 
  80 x 120 x 4.5 cm.
- Customized sizes available.
- The wall installation can be customised to 

suit the space.

Materials 
Still T panels are ecologically manufactured 

-
res) and recycled materials (recycled plastic 

upholstery options are also available.  The 
materials are safe for indoor air quality and 

Surface Options 
The product can be ordered either with 

surface or upholstered.  The image can be 
chosen from Yeseco’s image and pattern 
options, or the customer’s own file can be
used. The image file resolution must be at
least 1000 pixels per metre.
 
Frames and Installation 
Still T panels can be ordered without frames 
or with white wooden frames.  The frames 
are glued into place.

Acoustic Properties

Sound Absorption Class, ISO 11654:

 
Yeseco Still panels are particularly 
effective in lowering the level of unwanted
noise reflections caused by conversation.

Still T with image print, - Class A, αw 1,00

Still TK with fabric, Class A, αw 0,95

 

125 Hz: 0,27
250 Hz: 0,75
500 Hz: 1,0

Still T
Still T panels are used to create visually impressive and acoustically 
effective wall installations.  The beautiful natural fibre surface can be
brought to life with a printed graphic or image, or the panels can be 
canvas upholstered in a range of colours.  Customise a Still panel to 
suit your taste, or choose something suitable from Yeseco’s range of 
images and patterns.

1000 Hz: 1,0
2000 Hz: 0,95 
4000 Hz: 1,00

125 Hz: 0,27
250 Hz: 0,75
500 Hz: 1,0

a natural fibre surface, a printed image
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